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a b s t r a c t
In this paper the strict long-run marginal cost (LRMC) for the ratemaking of High Voltage (HV) consumers is computed, along with the constituent parts of LRMC, namely the marginal capacity cost and
the marginal operating cost. The computation is performed using the perturbation approach, employing
a generation expansion planning model in order to compute the optimal generation capacity expansion
program that could cover the future increased demand. The perturbation is performed using realistic data
from ﬁve HV consumers in Greece, which are used as demand increments for the overall system demand.
The attained LRMCs are compared and conclusions are drawn regarding the effect of the consumption
proﬁle on the LRMC. A sensitivity analysis is performed considering an increasing demand increment
for each HV consumer, in order to evaluate the effect of the increment magnitude on the LRMCs. Moreover, the Marginal Capacity Cost and the Marginal Operating Cost are computed in all cases. All tests
are performed using the Greek electricity market, and the planning period for the LRMC computation is
20 years.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The development of competitive electricity markets has laid
increasing emphasis on the use of marginal cost pricing policies
for the ratemaking of electricity consumption, instead of traditional
utility tariff-setting design principles founded upon historical average cost studies. The goal of such studies is to calculate the cost
components forming the utility’s revenue requirement, in order
to set rates sufﬁcient to recover its costs (depreciation and ﬁnancing costs, operation and maintenance costs, wages/administrative
costs, fuel costs, etc.). All these procedures are essentially administrative, and although they are guided by the principle of cost
causation, their factual basis is historical accounting information.
Nowadays, the concept of marginal cost has a central place in
pricing theory and practice, and especially in regulatory practice.
According to the prevailing economic theory, prices should be set at
marginal cost, since, in the absence of externalities, this maximizes
economic welfare [1].
Marginal cost can be estimated in either a long-run (LRMC)
or a short-run (SRMC) perspective. The fundamental difference
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between SRMC and LRMC is the timeframe under consideration
[1]. SRMC depicts the marginal cost of supplying an additional unit
of demand keeping the production capacity constant; the SRMCbased spot price reﬂects the shadow value or opportunity cost
associated with an increment of either supply or demand [2]. On
the other hand, LRMC is deﬁned as the marginal cost of supplying
an additional unit of electrical energy when the installed capacity
of the system, under speciﬁed reliability standards, is allowed to
increase optimally in response to the marginal increase in demand.
As such, it incorporates both capital and operating costs. The value
of LRMC reﬂects the marginal cost of optimal production capacity
expansion (forward-looking model) required to support a marginal
increase in demand within a pre-deﬁned planning horizon. The
choice of the optimal ratemaking method has been an issue of great
controversy in the academic and professional society [3–8], most
of their members advocating the LRMC-based method, since SRMC
may lead to unacceptable instability in tariffs, especially in case of
large High Voltage (HV) consumers. Additionally, it is not guaranteed that the capacity cost of the producers is covered from the
short-term (daily) market, especially in pool-based markets as the
one operating in Greece, Ireland and in most U.S wholesale markets
(operated by Independent System Operators). For this reason in all
these electricity markets separate capacity markets/mechanisms
exist, in order producers to fully recover their capacity (ﬁxed)
costs.
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Nomenclature
Indices and sets
i(I)
Index (set) of units
m (M)
Index (set) of yearly sub-periods (months)
Index (set) of load levels
j (J)
y (Y)
Index (set) of years within the planning horizon
s (S)
Index (set) of power stations
Set of units commissioned or with ﬁrm commissionIold
ing plans at the beginning of the planning horizon,
Iold ⊆ I
Inew
Set of candidate new units to be selected during the
planning horizon, Inew ⊆ I
Ihyd
Set of hydro units, Ihyd ⊆ I
IPES
Set of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) units, IRES ⊆ I.
+
I RES = I RES ∪ I hyd
Parameters
Y
Last year of the planning horizon
First year during which the RES quota target is effecyRES
tive
y
RESdef
Deﬁcit from RES quota target during year y, in MWh
DFy
Discount factor for year y, in p.u.
Nominal discount rate, in p.u.
DR
IRf
Inﬂation rate for the supply cost of fuel f, in p.u.
Inﬂation rate for the CO2 emissions price, in p.u.
IRCO2
IROM(i) Inﬂation rate for the O&M cost (both variable and
ﬁxed part) of unit i, in p.u.
Tilife
Expected lifetime of unit i, in years
Tiini

Ticon
f(i)
IHRi
eri
cf
cCO2
cOM(i)

cFOM(i)
hy,m,j
Ly,m,j
y

cti

Pimax
VLLy
y
PENRES
y,m

EFORi
y

Ei


y
EDy

Age of unit i in the beginning of the planning
horizon, in years. If negative, its absolute value represents the year of planned commissioning of the
unit (with ﬁrm decision at a prior stage).
Construction time of unit i, in years.
Fuel type of unit i, e.g. ‘coal’, ‘gas’, ‘oil’
Incremental heat rate of unit i, in GJ/MWh
CO2 emissions rate of unit i, in T/MWh
Price of fuel f, in D/GJ
CO2 emissions price at the ﬁrst year of the planning
horizon, in D/T
Variable part of the operation and maintenance
(O&M) cost of unit i at the ﬁrst year of the planning
horizon, in D/MWh
Fixed part of the O&M cost of unit i at the ﬁrst year
of the planning horizon, in D/MW-year
Duration of load level j of sub-period m of year y, in
hours
System load in load level j of sub-period m of year y,
in MW
Marginal cost of unit i, including the variable part
of the O&M cost and the CO2 emissions cost, during
year y, considering inﬂation, in D/MWh
Capacity of unit i, in MW
Value of lost load during year y, in D/MWh
Penalty for not meeting RES quota target during year
y, in D/MWh
Equivalent Forced Outage Rate of unit i, during subperiod m of year y, in p.u.
Maximum electrical energy output of hydro unit i
during year y, in MWh
Maximum RES penetration, in p.u.
Minimum RES annual production requirement during year y ≥ yRES , in p.u. of annual demand.
Electrical energy demand during year y, in MWh

Ciinv
y
rmin
y
Bmax
y,m

umi

67

Speciﬁc investment cost of unit i, in D/MW
System minimum reserve margin for year y, in p.u.
Maximum budget for investment in generation
expansion for year y, in D
Maintenance status of unit i in sub-period m of year
y (equal to 1 when unit is on maintenance)

Variables
y,m,j
Pi
Power output of unit i at load level j during subperiod m of year y, in MW
LNSy,m,j Load not served during year y, sub-period m, at load
level j, in MW
y
Binary variable representing the start-up decision
wi
(commissioning) of unit i in year y
y
zi
Binary variable representing the shut-down decision (decommissioning) of unit i in year y
y
ui
Binary variable representing the status of unit i in
year y (equal to 1 if unit is commissioned)
Cost
Net Present Value of the total system cost in the GEP
problem, in D
CapCost Net Present Value of the system capacity cost in the
GEP problem, in D
OperCost Net Present Value of the system operating cost in
the GEP problem, in D

LRMC-based pricing received wide popularity in many developed and developing countries. The pricing based on LRMC aims
to send cost-reﬂective, economically efﬁcient signals to producers and consumers, providing an economic climate for both supply
and demand-side sustainable investment decisions, as well as for
developing electricity tariff structures. LRMC-based pricing ensures
efﬁcient allocation of the resources and allows the recovery of the
operating cost plus a reasonable rate of return on the invested
capital.
The LRMC has been used extensively for the computation of
charges of the transmission [9–18] and distribution network [19].
However, the literature on LRMC-based pricing for electricity consumption is limited. In [20] two methods for calculating LRMC for
electricity production in Israel are presented, both based on Generation Expansion Planning (GEP) models. The ﬁrst method calculates
total LRMCs on seasonal basis (peak, shoulder and off-peak load)
using the EGEAS model. In the second method, the marginal capacity cost is derived as in the ﬁrst method, and the energy operating
cost is derived on hourly basis from the chronological simulation
model PWEEK. The results derived from the two models are compared, advocating the ﬁrst one.
In [21] the software tool WASP-IV is used for the Generation
Expansion Planning problem solution, in order to compute the strict
LRMC, along with the marginal capacity cost and the marginal operating cost, for the electricity market of Oman. The application of (a)
time-of-use (ToU) tariffs, and (b) different seasonal tariffs at different voltage levels, based on the attained LRMCs, is proposed, in
order to decrease the consumption during peak hours.
In [22] LRMCs for different plant types (peak, off-peak, and
partial-peak) are calculated using the capacity and energy costs,
transmission and distribution costs, and spinning reserve and
power availability. Based on LRMC values, ToU tariffs for different
consumer categories in India are obtained. In [23] a Hungarian case
study on the LRMC calculation of energy generation, transmission
and distribution is presented. The attained results are proposed to
set tariffs for large consumers in Hungary and to determine the
price to be paid by the public utility to small producers connected
to the power system. Finally, in [24] the LRMCs are computed for

